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The ways of mourning are unique and personal to 
each person. Funeral rites are also very different 
from one culture to another. The Digital Afterlifes 
Industries (DAI) offer other ways of looking at 
these stages, from the simple purchase of a grave 
online, to the chatbot and the proposal to recreate 
a post-mortem double with who you can continue 
interacting.

What will our augmented statues of us will say to 
our descendants?

Video : incoming

Mourning Cloud, Will we all end up in the cloud(s)
2022, Interactive floral cloud

produce by Le Fresnoy, studio national des arts 
contemporains

© Magalie Mobetie © Justine Emard © Magalie Mobetie



In countries where everything related to death is a difficult 
subject to discuss, what is the future of physical and digital 
funeral practices?

The act of replaying a voicemail, a photograph and instant 
messages are now part of the process of grieving a loved 
one. Spontaneous services and other behaviours have 
emerged, from the personalised VR experience of a farewell, 
to the possibility of attending a funeral via your smartphone.

Created in this spirit, Mourning Cloud is a proposal for a 
space at the crossroads of the "digital afterlife service" and 
questions about the ownership of personal data. It allows 
visitors to prepare an appearance of their own person, 
using a single piece of data. Freeing himself from his image, 
processed by a deepfake algorithm that does not respond to 
any feelings, his double will remain, as long as the Mourning 
cloud exists. This encounter between oneself and one’s 
ghost could be a first step towards managing our digital 
heritage and its attempts to make us immortal.

Exhibition set-up of Panorama 24, de l’autre côté

Curator : Marie Lavandier (who is on the picture with me!) © Cyprien Quairiat



Mourning Cloud, will we all end up in the cloud(s)?

Some people (and baby) looking at their deepfake ghosts
© Magalie Mobetie



The culture of silence left undone a confrontation 
with ghosts of two carribean families.

What happened to these unspoken truths ?
How to free oneself from it  ?

Video : https://vimeo.com/648654462

Anba tè, adan kò
2021, Interactive installation with an 
augmented reality app
produced by Le Fresnoy, studio national des arts 
contemporains

• "Les amis du Fresnoy", installation award
• ICART Artistik Rézo, 14th edition, committee award

© Magalie Mobetie © Magalie Mobetie © Aurélie Brouet et Cédric Martinez



In February, 2021, Magalie go to meet her family 
in Guadaloupe. She tries to break a taboo : slavery 
and slave trade history has not been passed on. 
Nobody talks about it.

Visitors meet around a tree, thanks to an 
augmented reality application, the bodies of two 
families. They are scanned in 3D, are all connected 
but don’t face each others, pale imitations of these 
well living beings. What is hidden under their 
skins? Under their names?

Following the one who makes the link between 
all individuals, the visitors can hear their 
conversations, in order to be guided in the 
research of their own ghosts.

Exhibition Panorama 23, par le rêve..., Le Fresnoy, Studio national des 
arts contemporains
Curator : Olivier Kaeppelin
September, 2021 © Aurélie Brouet et Cédric Martinez



The families Mobetie, Gob, Denecy, Nirellep and Gamon

Listen to the story (english subtitles) : https://youtu.be/M4auDG3OkjY

Anba tè, adan kò

Augmented reality and installation
© Magalie Mobetie



Anba tè, adan kò

Focus on a tree branch
© Aurélie Brouet et Cédric Martinez



France counts in its territory several counties 
spread around the world. Their unknown history 
and culture created identity issues which still 
remain regarding the colonial past.

What does it mean "being a french overseas 
citizen" ?

Video : https://vimeo.com/393302013

0,005m3 d’identités
2019, Modular interactive installation

© Magalie Mobetie



0,005m3 d’identités invites young french overseas 
citizens from all background to discuss this 
question. Stored in 5 bottles, their testimonies 
can be freed by those who open them. Speeches 
and sea waves sounds rise up to highlight 
the complexity of finding their identities in a 
heteronomous society. Their statements are 
illustrated by different types of projections 
(interviews, texts, landscapes and portraits) on 1 
to 5 panels with a fragmented aspect.

© Magalie Mobetie



0,005m3 d’identités, 2022
Interactive bottles installation, 5 bottles/1 TV version, KIKK Festival.
https://www.kikk.be/kikk-for-pro/kikk-in-town/magalie-mobetie-2
© Quentin Chevrier

3D maquette

© Magalie Mobetie



0,005m3 d’identités, 2021
1 panel/4 bottles version, Ancienne Banque de France, Lens.
Hybrid 4 Exhibition. Curator : Paul Ardenne.
© Magalie Mobetie

Pablo Womba, message

Video (English Subtitles) : https://youtu.be/WKAakB8vUtA



0,005m3 d’identités, images

© Magalie Mobetie



0,005m3 d’identités, images

© Magalie Mobetie



Born in 1996 in Mulhouse (France), Magalie Mobetie 
decided at a very young age to become a Swiss Army 
knife: video, sound, 3D, augmented reality, interactivity, 
everything is mixed in her creative process. Between 
tradition and modernity, it is not Japan but the Caribbean 
that Magalie highlights in her work.

She is interested in what is not said, not seen and the 
reasons for silence. Her transdisciplinary practice is 
confirmed at Le Fresnoy, studio national des arts 
contemporains (2020 – 2022), during which she 
investigates an old family cemetery (Anba tè, adan kò, 
2021).

www.magaliemobetie.fr


